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Chapter 1:  
Bedwetter 

 

“Hi Dilly.  Wanna come play with me?”   

Those words were spoken by a talking, walking, plush 

kangaroo named Mr. Hops-a-Lot.  Hops-a-Lot bounced anxiously on 

his hind legs waiting for the answer from his human friend, though 

he knew what that answer would be.  Little Dillon Peters—“Dilly” to 

his daycare friends—was always on the move and always willing to 

play with his best friend Hops-a-Lot. 

“Yes!” came the expected reply from Dilly.  “I’ll always play 

with you.”   

Dilly embraced his kangaroo friend in a crushing hug, 

though as a plush toy, it was in Hops-a-Lot’s nature to be crushed, 

dragged, and battered by his toddler friend—it would never hurt 

him.  In fact, Mr. Hops-a-Lot rather liked the rough and tumble of 

his very young human playmate.  The plush kangaroo stood nearly 

the same height as Dilly, though at seventeen months of age, Dillon 

Peters stood just over two feet tall, so that wasn’t saying much.   

Dilly released his friend, then gazed around him in wide-

eyed wonder.  He was currently standing at the entrance to the 

massive indoor playground occupying nearly the second floor of the 

former Centerville Children’s Museum, now the Buttons and Blocks 

Preschool World daycare center.  The domed, glass ceiling high 

above the playground let in plenty of summer sunlight so it almost 

felt like being outside.  However, the building’s air conditioning 
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kept the temperature at a comfortable 74 degrees year-round.  It 

was always perfect weather on this particular playground.   

“I’m here again,” Dilly said in awe.  “I’m at Blocks.”  Buttons 

and Blocks Preschool World was a mouthful for the seventeen-

month-old, so little Dillon Peters shortened the name to “Blocks.”  

Blocks was his favorite place in the world to be.   

The adult Dillon Peters had designed this entire indoor 

playground to safely accommodate children under five years of age.  

Now, his child-self had the opportunity to play on it.  Every piece of 

play equipment was accessible to him.  Every sharp or hard edge 

had been padded with foam.  None of the equipment was higher 

than three feet tall.  And the entire set was built over a soft, spongy, 

rubber material that absorbed the falls and tumbles which gave 

toddlers their name.  You almost couldn’t get hurt on Dillon’s 

playground, and so seventeen-month-old Dilly plunged recklessly 

ahead.   

“Chase me!” Dilly called to Hops-a-Lot.   

Chasing was what kangaroos were built for, so Hops-a-Lot 

bounced swiftly after his toddler friend.  And like his human 

playmate, Hops-a-Lot also wore a diaper that made a crinkling, 

rustling sound every time he hopped.  A hole had been cut in the 

back to accommodate his tail thus rendering the garment partially 

ineffective.  Considering Hops-a-Lot was filled entirely with 

polyester cotton fiber, the hole did not present a problem.   

Dillon Peters wore a diaper as well under his short-sleeved 

romper playsuit, though his was the real thing.  Dilly also made the 

same tell-tale rustling sound when he walked, however it was a 

sound invisible to his ear since it was the sound that he and all of 

the children at Buttons and Blocks made.  And speaking of other 

children, the up-till-now empty playground was suddenly teaming 

with them.  Dilly saw all of his friends from daycare running 

energetically in every direction.   
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There went Tommy running by in his own multi-color 

crayon romper suit dragging his plush teddy bear behind by its leg.  

“This is so humiliating,” the bear grumbled as its head bounced 

along over the spongy rubber ground.   

There went little Tina in her pink, princess onesie playsuit.  

She was one of the younger toddlers who sometimes reverted to 

crawling rather than running.  But crawling didn’t seem to slow her 

down in the slightest.   

And then there was Randy who nearly ran over Dilly as they 

both raced for the same toddler slide.  He was wearing a blue 

striped train conductor suit snapped over his diaper.  Randy was 

somewhat addicted to his thumb—it was always in his mouth even 

when he ran.  “Sowwy,” he spoke around his thumb after nearly 

tackling Dilly.   

“It’s okay,” Dilly laughed.  Just like his plush kangaroo, little 

Dillon Peters didn’t mind the rough and tumble of his toddler 

classmates.   

Lastly, there was Ms. Liane, one of several teachers 

supervising the children on the playground.  “Watch where you’re 

going,” she gently reminded little Randy.  She then patted Dilly’s 

head reassuringly.  “You’re alright, aren’t you?”   

“It’s fine,” Dilly beamed as he continued toward the slide.  

“I’m not hurt.”   

“Good,” Ms. Liane continued.  “And don’t forget about our 

staff meeting Monday morning.”   

Dilly rolled his eyes.  “I won’t forget.”  He dreaded staff 

meetings.   

“6 o’clock, sharp.  You were late last time.”   

Dilly rolled his eyes again.  “6 o’clock.  I’ll be on time.”  He so 

wanted to reach the toddler slide, but Ms. Liane was delaying him.   
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“You’ll see that Dilly is on time this time, won’t you?” she 

said to the plush kangaroo.   

“I certainly will,” Hops-a-Lot answered.  “You can count on 

me, Ms. Liane.”   

At last Dilly made it to the slide after nearly being tackled 

again by a second boy running for the same thing.  But no sooner 

was he at the top of the two-foot-high incline than he suddenly 

found himself seated at the lunch table, nestled in one of its deep 

bucket seats designed to keep toddlers in one place.  Dilly’s 

disappointment was short lived, since eating was another favorite 

“play” activity during his day at Blocks.   

Mr. Hops-a-Lot bounced on the table next to Dilly’s plate of 

food.  He picked up a sippy cup and handed it to his toddler friend.  

“First something to drink.  You’ve been playing hard so you must be 

thirsty.”  Next, the kangaroo scooped a spoonful of Spaghetti-O’s 

with a bright green toddler spoon (the kind with the curved handle 

making it easier for little hands to guide the utensil into their 

mouths).  “Open wide.  Here comes the food.”   

Dilly had no intention of eating that first bite.  It was meant 

for his nose.  He planted his nose into the spoon, then lifted his head 

laughing.   

“What a silly boy,” Hops-a-Lot teased.  “It’s a wonder you 

grow at all.”  He presented another scoop of Spaghetti-O’s.   

This was how mealtime went for seventeen-month-old 

Dillon.  About half of the food made it into his mouth.  The other half 

ended up on his face, hands, and clothes.  And yet somehow, he and 

the other children did grow.  Toddlers were funny like that.  It was 

as if they used photosynthesis to supplement their missing calories.   

A few swipes with a wet wipe from Ms. Liane and Dilly was 

mostly clean.  He would need a bath later, but now it was time for 

more play.  Ms. Liane lifted him out of the bucket seat that had also 
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accumulated crumbs from his meal.  “Run along and play,” she said 

kindly as she proceeded to wipe up the crumbs.  “You know what 

comes next.”   

Dilly ran away from the lunch table toward the indoor 

playground.  He paused just steps away from the slide (He never 

seemed to make it down that silly slide).  What did come next?   

Oh yes, Dilly remembered.  That!   

Like clockwork a few minutes after every meal there was a 

slight pressure in his bladder, a slight fullness in his bottom.  It was 

a subtle sensation; one that little Dilly hardly noticed at all.  It 

would be time to change diapers soon; that’s the thing that 

happened after lunch.  How his diaper became soiled was a thing 

the toddler Dillon was only dimly aware of.   

It was a sensation, however, that the adult Dillon Peters was 

keenly aware of.   

“Oh my God!  I’m not really wearing a diaper!” 

 

24-year-old Dillon Peters sat bolt upright in his bed.  The 

alarm clock at his bedside told him it was 2 AM.  It was Thursday 

morning, so he was still days away from that dreaded 6 AM Monday 

morning staff meeting.   

“I had the dream again.”  Dillon rubbed his eyes trying to 

bring himself fully awake.  “The one where they regressed me and 

put me in daycare.”  As is often the case when someone awakes 

suddenly from a dream, it took a few moments for Dillon to clear 

his head and understand that everything he had just experienced 

was pure imagination—a dream, and nothing more.  But of course, 

in the dream it had all felt so real.  Having a talking kangaroo plush 
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doll had felt so normal.  Playing with the children at his daycare 

center as a child himself somehow didn’t feel out of place.   

Dillon was now having his “toddler” dream two or three 

nights a week.  In the dream, he was always trying to reach that 

elusive toddler slide while never quite making it.  Children would 

materialize around him out of thin air.  Plush animals could walk 

and talk.  Ms. Liane, one of the daycare teachers that he worked 

with, would talk to him like a child and an adult at the same time.  It 

all felt normal in the crazy way that dreams do.   

The dream always ended just as little Dilly was about to use 

his diaper.  Dillon had always awoken moments before the dreaded 

event occurred.  Tonight, however, was his first true accident.  

Dillon placed his hand on his underwear.   

“Oh shit,” he cursed.  No, he had not done that awful thing, 

but he did feel wetness.  He had released a little urine before 

waking.  Dillon rolled out of bed and ran his hands over the bed 

sheets.  Mercifully, he had only peed a little and none of it had made 

it onto the sheets.  A change of underwear was all he needed, and of 

course a shower in about four hours when it was time to get up for 

work.   

Without turning on a light, Dillon walked to his dresser 

drawer in the dark to retrieve a clean pair of underwear.  When was 

the last time I wet the bed? he contemplated as he walked.  When I 

was five or six years old?  Am I going back to that?  Although at his 

job he routinely worked with adult rehab clients who had been 

regressed into children, Dillon had no desire to return to diapers 

himself.  He liked being and adult.  He had worked hard to get 

where he was.   

On his way to his dresser, Dillon passed the window looking 

out onto his backyard.  It was a small yard, but it was his yard.  Like 

a responsible adult, he mowed its grass, mulched its flower beds, 

and planted decorative shrubs to make his lawn look fresh and 
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modern.  He gazed around his darkened bedroom.  It was a small 

house, but it was his house.  Just a year out of college, Dillon owned 

a car, a house, had zero student loan debt, and had a full-time job 

that paid well.  Very few of his college friends were as lucky.   

Dillon even had a steady girlfriend—Hailey.  He smiled in the 

darkness just thinking about her.  Everything about Hailey made 

him happy.  And she was more than just any girlfriend.  Dillon had 

every intention of taking their relationship to the next level.  He was 

saving his money for a ring.  “Sometime soon, Hailey,” he smiled 

again as he said her name while gazing out onto his manicured back 

yard.   

Dillon held his wet underwear in one hand and the dry pair 

in his other.  What would Hailey think about her boyfriend as a 

bedwetter?  “This is not going to become a thing,” he promised 

himself firmly.  Dillon dressed into his dry underwear and tossed 

the soiled pair in a corner.  He then climbed back into his still dry 

bed.  “It was a one-time accident, I swear it.”   

Dillon closed his eyes and tried to think only of Hailey as he 

drifted back to sleep.  Within minutes his body relaxed.  His 

breathing had become soft and regular.  Soon after that, he found 

himself once more playing with a talking kangaroo named Hops-a-

Lot.   

By that weekend, Dillon Peters would be buying waterproof 

sheets and sleeping on an absorbent pad at night, the kind used by 

bedwetting children.  He refused under any circumstance to wear 

an adult diaper.  Dillon wondered if it made him a hypocrite that he 

happily took care of adults who had been regressed into diaper 

wearing babies, while refusing to wear one himself.   

“I don’t care if it makes me a hypocrite,” he concluded.  

“Diapers are not for me.”   
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Chapter 2:  Staff 
Meeting 

 

6 AM Monday morning was a painful time to plan a staff 

meeting but it was the only practical time that all the primary 

workers at Buttons and Blocks Preschool World could assemble in 

one place.  In order to accommodate working parents (their 

“paying” customers), the daycare needed to open its doors at 6:30 

AM, sharp.  All the primary staff started their day at that time.   

Part time staff would come in later in the day, usually after 

lunch, at the time that some of the morning staff went home. Then 

there were the overnight staff who babysat the rehab clients who 

had not yet been adopted and lived full time at Buttons and Blocks.  

6 AM was therefore the only time all the primary staff could be 

assembled, so that’s when the meetings were always held.  All the 

other staff would receive an email summary.   

Dillon Peters was not a morning person.  He dragged himself 

into the meeting room at five minutes before 6 o’clock and dropped 

into his assigned seat half awake, clutching a mug of hot tea.  All the 

other staff were coffee drinkers, but he had never acquired the 

taste.  For him it was English Breakfast or Earl Grey tea with a 

generous spoonful of sugar.   

During his college years Dillon had dreaded morning classes 

equally.  He had preferred taking late afternoon or evening classes, 

the ones older adult students signed up for, often making him the 

youngest student by far in those classes.  Now, as Vice President of 

Recreational Activities at Buttons and Blocks, Dillon’s time was 

flexible.  His job had been designed that way so he could work part-
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time during his last two years of college.  As long as Dillon arrived 

sometime before 9 AM he was good.   

“Good morning, Dillon,” Ms. Liane greeted from across the 

table.  “Nice of you to make it on time.”   

Dillon responded with an indistinct grunt while taking a sip 

of tea.  Should he tell Ms. Liane the prominent role she played in his 

dreams?  That she reminded him nightly of their 6 AM staff meeting 

while the toddler Dilly was playing with a talking kangaroo in 

diapers?   

Hell no!   

Like clockwork, at exactly 6 AM, Silvia Wilson (the daycare 

director) and Donald Miles (the director of Forever Free and overall 

director of the regression rehab program) entered the room and 

took their seats at the head of the table.  Since Miles was Dillon’s 

direct boss, the man who had given him his Vice President position, 

Dillon decided he should sit up a little straighter and open his eyes.   

It was a struggle.   

“Good morning everyone,” Miles said energetically.  Donald 

Miles was a morning person.  He had already done his morning run, 

eaten breakfast, and was on his third cup of coffee.  “We have a lot 

to go over before 6:30 so we better get started.”   

What followed next was a series of reports from each of the 

lead teachers of the daycare rooms regarding any concerns or 

problems they were having.  Dillon’s attention immediately began 

to fade.  Since he did not work directly in any of the rooms, most of 

their issues did not concern him.  Unless there was a problem with 

a piece of play equipment, or any of the open play areas inside, or 

the outside playground, Dillon tuned out most of what they were 

saying.  His eyes drifted closed while his nose sank back toward to 

his tea.   
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Despite the Monday morning pain, Dillon felt he had the best 

job at Buttons and Blocks.  After that incident with the mafia a few 

years ago (a traumatic event in which he had been kidnapped and 

beaten by thugs), Donald Miles had assigned him the job (along 

with a huge pile of money stolen from the mafia) of re-designing all 

the play areas at Buttons and Blocks.   

That job having been largely completed now, Dillon had a lot 

of free time and a flexible schedule.  He could lend a hand in the 

daycare rooms whenever he wanted, which basically meant he 

could play with the kids whenever he felt like it, and basically be a 

kid himself.  Then, when the serious business of clean up and diaper 

changing came, he could simply excuse himself.   

Not that Dillon minded changing diapers all that much.  Prior 

to the mafia incident, he had been one of those afternoon daycare 

staff.  He had changed his fair share of diapers and viewed it as only 

a minor annoyance.  Still, given the choice of changing a smelly 

diaper or doing something else, the “something else” was usually 

preferred.   

“Nice work on the water playground outside,” Donald Miles 

was saying.  Dillon’s ears perked up.  “I’m told the kids are crazy 

about it.”   

“Oh, thank you Mr. Miles.”  Dillon opened his eyes and 

quickly swallow a mouthful of scalding tea.  “I’m glad the kids like 

it.”   

The new outside water playground had posed a particular 

design challenge.  All the children at Buttons and Blocks were under 

the age of five years, and the majority were under age two.  The 

children loved playing in water, but at such a young age could 

potentially drown in standing water of any depth.   

A bit of research had led Dillon to discover a rubberized 

ground material (similar to the one under the indoor playground) 

with small slits built into it that would allow water to drain away 
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under the mat.  He then installed water sprayers and ground 

squirters that shot streams of water up from beneath the mat.  The 

water then hit the rubber surface and drained away underneath.  

The rubber was also rough and provided good traction for slippery 

little feet.  And if a toddler did fall…they bounced!  It was perfect.  

The children almost couldn’t get hurt.   

The children loved it.   

Dillon Peters was a hero.   

A brief round of clapping spread around the room before 

they moved on to the next major issue.  That issue was the infant 

room.   

“How are we doing in the infant room, Ms. Layla?”  Miles 

looked up from his laptop spreadsheet.  Ms. Layla was in her 60’s, 

retired, and only worked at Buttons and Blocks on a volunteer 

basis.  Nevertheless, she was the de facto owner of the infant room.  

She loved her babies and ran that room as if she were in charge 

(there were actually three infant rooms, but she rotated between 

them all).  The infant room was usually referred to as Ms. Layla’s 

room.  “Do we have any open cribs?”   

Ms. Layla shook her head slowly.  “Sorry, no.  We are 

completely full.”  As always, she didn’t need to add.   

The infant room—Ms. Layla’s room—was in highest demand 

for two big reasons.  The first reason was their paying customers, 

families with what they called “first time” children.  These families 

most often brought new babies needing infant care, so the cribs in 

the infant room filled quickly.  The second reason was the drug 

rehab center, Forever Free, and the psychology behind age 

regression.   

The Forever Free rehab center treated hopeless drug addicts 

(ones who had destroyed their lives and would almost certainly die 

if not treated) by physically turning them into babies.  They 
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possessed a “Top Secret” regression machine that made the 

transformation possible, the workings of which were only truly 

understood by Donald Miles.   

The problem arose because mental regression always lagged 

behind physical regression.  Rehab clients could retain their adult 

memories for some period of time after they regressed, thus 

making for an awkward transition between their lives as 

independent adults and completely dependent babies.   

The younger a client was regressed, the more rapidly their 

mind regressed afterward.  Much older than age two, and those 

memories sometimes never faded.  Younger than twelve months, 

and their clients regressed almost instantly.  Once completely 

regressed, their clients could have a blissful start-over in life.  As 

babies, they were “forever free” of drugs.  Thus, Forever Free 

preferred to regress all their clients to infancy if possible.   

There were never enough cribs in the infant room to 

accommodate them along with their paying customers.   

Buttons and Blocks therefore had a toddler dilemma.  It was 

the twelve- to twenty-four month range that represented a grey 

zone with regard to mental regression.  The “Toddler Zone.”  Clients 

at this age could go either way.  Most of the time they did eventually 

regress completely, but for a few it just didn’t work out.  Those few 

would need further regression and a trip to Ms. Layla’s room—if 

there was a crib available.   

Donald Miles tapped his pen on the table in frustration.  

“That’s a real shame.”  He turned back to his spreadsheet, then 

looked up again at one of the toddler room teachers, Ms. Sandy.  

“And that brings us to our other big problem today, the problem of 

Tony Barnes.  How is little Tony doing, Ms Sandy?” 

Tony Barnes, regressed to thirteen months, was one of those 

problem clients who stubbornly held onto his adult memories.  Ms. 

Sandy shrugged her shoulders and smiled helplessly.  “What can I 
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say?  Tony is a sweet little boy.  He is happy, affectionate, and fits in 

well with the other toddlers.  He never complains about anything, 

even on the diaper changing table.  And…” she added with a sigh, 

“he continues to speak in full sentences using grammatically correct 

English.”   

Miles blinked patiently as he took in the information and 

typed something on his laptop.  “So, he’s not unhappy and not 

causing any trouble.  Is that correct?”   

Ms. Sandy nodded.  “Yes, that is correct.”   

Miles breathed more easily.  “Well, that give us some time 

anyway.  Let’s continue to watch him closely, and Ms. Layla, do tell 

us the moment you have an open crib.”   

Ms. Layla chuckled and smiled.  “I’m sure little Tony will 

make an even sweeter infant.  I can’t wait to have him.  I’ll let you 

know right away.”   

With that, Donald Miles flipped his laptop closed.  He looked 

up at the clock over the door.  “Looks like we are out of time.  I’ll 

circle back with everyone later this week about the issues we 

discussed.  See you all again next Monday morning.”   

Miles and Silva stood from the table together and started to 

exit the room.  Miles paused at the door then turned to say one 

more thing.  “Don’t forget how important your job is here.  I know 

that to you, it must seem like ordinary childcare.  But what you do 

here saves lives.  You should be proud of that.  Our clients deserve 

the kind of start-over that you are giving them.  Have a great week.”   

Miles then exited the room.  The meeting was officially over.  

It was now 6:25 AM.  The staff would have a mere five minutes to 

catch their breath before the morning rush of children.   

Dillon, however, was in no such rush.  He could go back to 

his office and review paperwork at his leisure until he was more 

fully awake.  Then, with no big plans for the day, he would go to one 
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of the toddler rooms and lend a hand.  Mostly, he would just play 

with the kids.   

Yes, I have the best job here.  He took a long, luxurious sip of 

tea.  I can’t believe they pay me to do this.  I wouldn’t trade it for 

anything.   

 

It was afternoon when Dillon finally returned to his office to 

sit down at his computer to work.  He had spent the entire morning 

visiting classrooms, lending a hand where needed, but mostly 

playing with the kids.  He had even helped dress a whole class of 

toddlers in swim diapers to go outside and play on his newly 

installed water playground.  He had to agree with Director Miles 

that it was a big success.  Dillon and the children had spent nearly 

an hour chasing waterspouts shooting up from the ground or being 

showered by water sprinklers mounted on plastic palm trees and 

giant plastic jungle animals.   

Now, after drying and dressing back into his work clothes, 

Dillon sat at his computer to get some work done.  Once again, he 

reflected on how he loved this job.   

“Boo.”   

Dillon was startled by the sound.  He looked up from his 

computer to see where it had come from.  He saw nothing at first.  

Then he saw the face of a little girl peering around the corner of his 

open door.   

“Boo,” she said again, then ducked around the corner.   

Dillon stood from his desk.  “Where did you come from?”  He 

walked to the door and peered around the corner.  There, kneeling 

on the floor and giggling, was the little girl.  She covered her eyes as 
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if she could hide behind her hands.  Then she pulled her hands 

away and said, “Boo.”   

Dillon recognized the little girl as Everly, one of the toddlers 

in Ms. Liane’s class.  Everly was just fifteen months old.  Dillon 

scanned the hall around him.  Neither Ms. Liane nor any other 

teacher was in sight.   

“Oh my goodness,” Dillon stated in alarm.  “You must have 

escaped your room.”  Dillon reached down and scooped the giggling 

girl into his arms.  “I better take you back to your class.  They’re 

going to be in a panic.”   

Sure enough, Dillon saw one of the aids in Ms. Liane’s class 

running down the hall breathlessly.  “Everly!” she called.  “Sweetie!  

Where did you go?”   

Dillon waved to the aid.  “She’s right here.  I found her.”   

The aid, a college girl who worked the afternoon at Buttons 

and Blocks, spotted Dillon holding little Everly.  She came running 

up to them.  “Thank God, you found her.  We were so scared.  The 

classroom door was open only a second, but she must have slipped 

out.”   

Dillon gazed around him at the extensively child-safe ground 

floor of Buttons and Blocks.  All the electrical outlets were blocked 

with child-safe covers.  All the utility closets were closed under lock 

and key.  About the only thing little Everly could have done was 

wander into the large open atrium at the daycare entrance where 

all the exterior doors were locked, not to mention the dozen 

security cameras that would have spotted her right away.   

Dillon tried to calm the frightened aid with a wave of his 

hand.  “Everly is okay.  Nothing bad would have happened.”  He 

pointed to the soft block play area in the front atrium.  “She was 

probably heading there to play when she stopped by my office.  

Everything is fine.  Let’s get her back to Ms. Liane.”   
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The front atrium of the former Centerville Children’s 

Museum had once featured a giant teddy bear shaped treehouse 

that children could climb up and through and around.  It had been 

great fun for older children but provided too many opportunities to 

fall and get hurt for toddlers.  Also, the giant bear could be a rather 

startling sight to very young children.   

Dillon had been given the task of re-designing it.  He had 

risen to the challenge.  Keeping with the theme of Buttons and 

Blocks, he had created an oval shaped play area filled with large, 

foam blocks and round foam disks (buttons).  It was now a 

welcoming, completely unstartling, completely toddler-safe play 

area that children saw when they first arrived each morning.  Most 

children would spend a few minutes playing there first before being 

whisked away to their classrooms.  It was yet another project that 

Dillon took pride in.   

I really love this job.   

Dillon carried little Everly back to her classroom where Ms. 

Liane was waiting at the open door.  “Thank you, Dillon for finding 

her so quickly,” she said, visibly relieved.   

“I think she was heading to the play area in the atrium,” 

Dillon smiled and handed the little girl over to Ms. Liane.  “It’s all 

good.  She was never in any danger.”   

Ms. Liane accepted Everly into her arms but did not look so 

confident.  “That’s the third time she has escaped the room.  She’s 

going to give us a heart attack.”   

A little warning light went on in the back of Dillon’s mind.  

He happened to know that little Everly was one of their regressed 

drug rehab clients.  Although he had not read her file (Ms. Silvia 

rarely permitted anyone to read a client’s file), he understood that 

Everly must have had a sordid, almost lethal life of drug use in 

order to earn a ticket to Buttons and Blocks.  Now as a baby girl, she 
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was one of the dormers living upstairs until a family could be found 

to adopt her.   

But were her escape attempts just the innocent wanderings 

of a curious toddler, or the intentional actions of an adult trapped in 

a toddler’s body trying to get away from her baby prison?   

Now in Ms. Liane’s arms, little Everly looked at Dillon, 

covered her eyes, then opened them as if playing hide-and-seek.  

“Boo,” she giggled.   

If her adult mind was still there, little Everly was doing a 

masterful job of hiding it.  By all appearances and behavior, Everly 

seemed genuinely regressed.  “Let’s keep a close eye on her,” Dillon 

said to Ms. Liane cautiously.  “Maybe add her to the watcher list 

along with little Tony Barnes.  I would hate for her to have to spend 

some time in Ms. Layla’s room.  She seems so happy like she is.”   

Ms. Liane smiled and gave little Everly a reassuring hug.  

“I’m sure she just wandered off like toddlers do.  Still…I’ll add her to 

the list.”  She gave the little girl a pat on the butt before turning 

back to the room.  “Time to change that diaper.”   

Dillon tried to push his feelings of guilt aside.  There were 

vastly worse things than going to Ms. Layla’s room.  In fact, being 

regressed to infancy was one of the best things in the world for 

their clients.  The memories of their horrible adult lives would be 

erased for good, and they would now become real babies in every 

way.  They would be loved, cuddled, cradled, tummy tickled, bottle 

fed, and literally pampered day and night for years.   

Yes, years.   

One side effect of the regression process was that their 

clients then aged forward at half the usual rate.  Infants would 

spend close to two years in Ms. Layla’s room before aging up to the 

toddler room, where they would spend another four years before 

becoming preschool aged children.   
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Anytime Dillon began to have feelings of guilt, he reminded 

himself what would have awaited their clients had they remained 

adults—a certain and miserable death.  Donald Miles was right.  

What they did here really did save lives.  It was just one more 

reason, added to a long list of reasons, that Dillon loved his job.   

Dillon turned away from Ms. Liane’s room and walked back 

to his office.  It was time to get back to the work of designing new 

and better playgrounds for the children.   
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Chapter 3:  Journey 

to Ms. Layla’s Room 
Prior to its move to the former Centerville Children’s 

Museum, Buttons and Blocks had been located directly across the 

street from the Forever Free rehabilitation center.  Clients could 

simply be walked across the street to their new daycare home after 

they had been regressed.  That was before the mafia had burned the 

daycare building to the ground.   

Now Forever Free was only a short, two-mile drive away but 

a drive, nevertheless.  Dillon Peters had been assigned the task of 

driving thirteen-month-old Tony Barnes back to the rehab center.  

One of their paying clients in the infant room would be moving 

away from Centerville by the end of the week.  A crib would soon be 

available and little Tony wasn’t making any progress, or rather any 

regress to be more accurate.   

Dillon carried their toddler client in one arm and the little 

boy’s giraffe themed diaper bag in his other hand as he exited the 

building toward his parked car.  Dillon kept an infant carseat 

permanently in his backseat for just this task.  The daycare couldn’t 

spare a room teacher for the job, and Ms. Silvia was always busy 

managing some crisis or other in the front office.  His flexible 

schedule made Dillon the ideal chauffeur for transporting clients 

when needed.   

“Where are we going?” the little boy asked without any hint 

of worry.   
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Dillon thought a moment before answering.  He didn’t want 

to frighten the child, but he saw no point in lying.  “We’re going to 

the Forever Free rehab center.  Do you remember that place?”   

Tony squinted his eyes trying to search his murky past 

memories.  “I think I remember being there.”  Then he shook his 

head.  “No, not really.  My memory is fuzzy.  What’s a rehab center?”   

Dillon was at his car now.  He opened the back door on the 

carseat side.  He then opened the front door and waited a minute.  It 

was a warm summer day, and the inside of his car was baking hot.  

He would have to let it cool before placing the toddler in the 

carseat.   

“Rehab centers are where they help people with drug and 

alcohol addictions.  It’s kind of like a hospital.”   

Tony’s eyes opened wide at that information.  “Oh yes.  I 

remember I used to take drugs when I was big.  I swallowed pills 

and I stuck needles into my arm.  It made me feel funny afterward.  

It also made me sick.”   

Dillon did a double take hearing such words coming from 

the mouth of a thirteen-month-old baby.  They were right.  He hasn’t 

regressed at all.   

The interior of the car had cooled enough for Dillon to place 

Tony in the carseat and secure him in place with its five-point 

harness.  “But you don’t remember going to Forever Free for 

treatment?” Dillon asked cautiously.   

Tony was now strapped securely and helplessly in his 

carseat.  It didn’t bother him at all.  “No.  My memory is still blurry.  

I just remember doing the drugs, then being here at Buttons and 

Blocks.” 

Dillon sat in the driver seat and started the car.  This line of 

conversation (with a toddler in diapers, no less) was making him 

nervous.  What if Tony realized what had been done to him?  What 
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if he became enraged?  After all, they hadn’t exactly asked his 

permission to be turned into a baby.  “And what do you think about 

Buttons and Blocks?” he asked next as he pulled out of the parking 

lot.   

Tony smiled brightly at his daycare memories.  “Oh, I love it 

here.  We get to play every day, and the teachers are very nice to 

me.  I love story time and nap time and outside playtime.  I love 

playing with my food and getting a bath after that.  They gave me a 

plushie giraffe and I named him Raffy.  I love Raffy very much.  

Buttons and Blocks is my home.  I love it here.”   

Dillon looked at Tony in his rearview mirror as he drove.  It 

was reassuring to hear Tony’s fondness for his life in daycare.  “And 

what about the diapers?” he asked next.  “You didn’t wear diapers 

when you were big.  How do you feel about wearing diapers now?”   

Tony found Dillon's question humorous.  He started giggling.  

“That’s silly.  I’ve always worn diapers.  All of my friends wear 

diapers.  I can’t imagine not wearing a diaper.”   

Dillon chuckled at Tony’s response.  Ms. Liane had been 

correct.  Little Tony was happy and completely accepting of his new 

life in diapers.  Dillon wondered why it was even necessary to 

regress little Tony further.  Of course, he immediately knew the 

answer to his own question.  Rehab clients were required to regress 

to babies in every aspect in order to be free of their past life, in 

order to have the total start-over they needed.  Thirteen-month-old 

babies simply didn’t talk the way Tony was talking.  They could 

barely talk at all.  Tony should have a handful of words at most.   

Also, their clients would eventually be adopted by a real 

family who believed they were adopting a real baby.  It wouldn’t do 

have their new baby start talking in complete sentences about their 

past lives doing drugs.  No, if Tony was to be adopted eventually, he 

would have to forget all about his former life, forget how to talk 

even.  Regression to infancy would do just that.  As an added bonus, 
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infants were much easier to adopt.  New families always wanted the 

youngest babies possible.   

Dillon understood that infancy was the right thing for Tony.  

Still, he couldn’t help feeling just the slightest tinge of guilt.  Little 

Tony would soon lose the ability to walk and talk.  Those blurry, 

fuzzy memories of his adult life would be erased permanently.  He 

would be an infant in every aspect.   

To assuage his guilt, Dillon had been permitted to read Tony 

Barnes’ file contained on Ms. Silvia’s computer.  The previous Tony 

had been a 31-year-old man with a long record of failed rehab stints 

and an equally long arrest record with the police.  He had been 

jailed many times for petty crimes, stealing in order to fund his 

drug addiction.  His crimes were never serious, so his time in jail 

was never long.  Prison would have been the best thing for Tony 

Barnes.  At least there he would receive therapy and could be kept 

drug free.   

Tony’s last drug binge had nearly been the end of him.  That 

needle he remembered sticking into his arm had been laced with 

fentanyl, the scourge of the drug world and the cause of so many 

deaths.  Tony’s heart had in fact stopped beating and he should 

have died had the police not responded so quickly and revived him 

with a shot of Narcan.  He had then spent a week in the intensive 

care unit, followed by a trip to Forever Free after he had recovered.   

One of those police officers had referred Tony to Donald 

Miles.  The officer was one of Miles’ many covert allies scattered 

throughout the community of Centerville, on the lookout for 

hopeless cases such as Tony Barnes.   

Director Miles was always on the lookout for people who 

were sympathetic to his cause.  At one time he had hoped to recruit 

a reporter by the name of Tim Lansing into his secret cadre.  

Unfortunately, Lansing was the man the mafia had been hunting for 

when they burned down the old Buttons and Blocks.  In order to 
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escape being hunted, Mr. Lansing had chosen babyhood.  At this 

moment, Tim Lansing, now Timmy Kern, was a three-year-old 

preschooler living blissfully in his adoptive home with no memory 

of that disturbing past.   

“We’re here,” Dillon announced as he pulled into the parking 

lot of Forever Free.  “There is a room inside that building full of toys 

where you can play.  I’ll show you.”  He stepped out of the car and 

began to unfasten little Tony.  

“Yay!” the toddler boy cheered.  “I love toys.”   

“Then you’re going to love that room.”  Dillon’s expression 

became somber as he was hit by guilt again.  The room he was 

taking Tony was in fact the regression chamber.  At one time the 

regression chamber had been an empty, antiseptic appearing 

hexagonal chamber lit by harsh, fluorescent lights.  Clients knew 

something big was about to happen the moment they stepped in.  It 

made for a most unpleasant experience.  

Donald Miles had subsequently moved the regression device 

to inhabit the walls of a pleasant appearing nursery room filled 

with toys, comfortable chairs, and decorated with nursery themed 

cartoon animals.  Rehab clients might think it unusual that they 

were being asked to wait a few minutes in a nursery room, but 

there was nothing frightening about it.  They would sit in the room 

comfortably and at ease.  Then a bright light would flash, and they 

would lose consciousness.  When they awoke, they would be babies 

or toddlers depending on room availability at Buttons and Blocks.  

Either way, a return to diapers awaited them.   

Dillon deposited little Tony Barnes in the nursery room 

regression chamber.  “Run and play.  I need to talk to one of the 

adults.  Then, I’ll be back to pick you up.”   

Tony Barnes toddled happily into the room.  He went first to 

the toy cars and trucks, one of his favorite activities in daycare.  As 

was his toddler nature, he put his toys in his mouth first to test 
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them, then began playing with the now sticky toy that was marked 

as his own.   

Dillon sighed as he watched the little boy play.  One last 

wave of guilt washed over him.  “I’ll see you on the other side,” he 

whispered, then stepped out of the room. 

 

 

 

Mr. Hops-a-Lot peered into the crib where little Dilly Peters 

had just opened his eyes.  “Dilly is awake!” he announced with great 

excitement.  “Little Dilly is awake from his nap!”   

Dillon gazed around his immediate surroundings.  No, he 

was not in a crib.  It was more like a bassinet.  Dillon rolled onto his 

tummy in an effort to sit upright but found his head didn’t work 

properly.  He couldn’t lift his head off the bed sheet.  He rolled back 

onto his back.  It occurred to Dillon that he was much younger than 

in his previous dream.   

I must be a newborn infant, he thought.   

Presently the face of Ms. Layla appeared high above him, 

gazing lovingly down into the bassinet.  “Oh yes, our sweet little 

angel is awake.”  She reached down to tickle Dilly’s chin.  “Better get 

that diapee changed.”   

No, wait.  I’m not wet, he tried to speak.  Dillon’s mouth 

didn’t work right either.  Instead of words, an indistinct Gaa sound 

came out.  A line of saliva rolled down his cheek.   

Oh my God, I can’t talk.  Panic began to arise in Dillon’s 

infantile chest.   

Presently the face of Ms. Layla transformed into the face of 

Ms. Liane from the toddler room.  “Don’t forget about our staff 

meeting next Monday.  It’s at 6 AM sharp.  You were late last time.”   
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No, I wasn’t, Dillon tried to object.  I was on time.  Instead of 

words he made a series of Gaa’s and Baa’s accompanied by a line of 

drool down his chin.   

Ms. Liane reached down to wipe the saliva from Dilly’s cheek 

with a tissue.  “You’re so cute when you try to talk.  I could just take 

you home with me.”  She crumbled the tissue and threw it aside.  

“Anyway, don’t be late this time.”   

Ms. Liane’s face transformed back into Ms. Layla.  “Time to 

change that diapee, now.”  She reached into the bassinet and 

brought the tiny infant Dilly Peters to her shoulder.   

Dillon attempted to object again.  No!  No!  I don’t need a 

diaper!  A line of drool spread from his mouth onto Ms. Layla’s shirt.   

“That’s okay,” Layla said patiently.  “A little baby drool never 

hurt anyone.”   

There, standing on the changing table, was the exuberant 

Hops-a-Lot.  He, himself, wore a diaper which was silly because as a 

plush toy he certainly didn’t need one.  He held up a miniature, size 

#1 diaper in his paw.  “This is for you little Dilly.”   

Ms. Layla laid the infant Dilly onto the changing table.  

“Would you like to change the baby?” she said to the bouncy plush 

doll.   

“Yes, I would like that very much.”  Hops-a-Lot clapped his 

paws.  He then reached down and began to unfasten the tapes on 

Dilly’s diaper.  “Now let’s see what kind of mess you made.”   

 

 

 

Dillon Peters sat bolt upright in his bed again.  “No!” he 

continued to object to his dream.  “I don’t need diapers!”  This time 

the words did come out.   
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Dillon took a few seconds to get his orientation.  He finally 

sighed in relief.  “I was having the baby dream again.”  He 

remembered Ms. Liane’s head appearing on Ms. Layla’s body 

scolding him about being late for the staff meeting.  “For the 

record,” he announced to no one.  “I was on time last Monday.”   

Dillon brought his hand to rest on his underwear.  He 

instantly knew that he was wrong about the diaper thing.  “Damn 

it,” he cursed.  Dillon had emptied his entire bladder in his sleep, 

not just a little squirt this time.   

The child bedwetting mat that he lay on had done its job 

protecting his mattress.  However, Dillon’s shirt and blanket were 

soaked.  He groaned as he rolled out of bed.  He would have to take 

a shower this time, in the middle of the night, but not before 

throwing his shirt and blanket into the washing machine.   

Dillon continued to shake his head as he carried his urine-

soaked bedding to the laundry room.  “Hailey will certainly think 

twice about marrying her bedwetting boyfriend.  I’ve got to do 

something about this.”  Dillon still refused to buy adult diapers.  It 

was that damned dream that was doing this to him.  If he could just 

figure out how to stop dreaming about being a baby his problem 

would be solved.   

“Right,” he huffed in frustration.  “How the Hell do I turn off 

my dreams?”   

As Dillon stepped into the shower at 2:30 AM, he wondered 

if this was little Tony Barnes’ way of getting even with him.  Since 

you turned me into an infant, I’ll make you wet the bed.  

Dillon pounded his head with the palm of his hand.  “That’s 

crazy.  I’m being paranoid.  Tony Barnes isn’t trying to get even with 

me.  He’s an infant now.  He doesn’t even know what revenge means 

anymore.”  Dillon adjusted the water temperature and allowed the 

stream of hot water wash the urine away from his body.   
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“But even if Tony Barnes doesn’t want revenge, maybe I 

somehow deserve this.”  Dillon tried to focus on Donald Miles’ 

words of encouragement.  What you do here is saving lives.   

“That’s right, Tony Barnes,” he spoke to the shower head.  

“We’re saving your life.  We are replacing it with a better one.  You 

are better off this way.”   

Dillon lathered a wash rag with soap.  He began to scrub 

himself clean.  He pounded the shower stall one more time in 

frustration.  “So, stop making me wet the bed, okay.  I’m only trying 

to help.”   

Dillon realized shamefully that Tony Barnes had nothing to 

do with it.  It was Dillon’s own mind that was doing this to himself.  

Maybe if he could resolve his guilt, his bedwetting would go away.   

“So, how the do I do that?” he asked himself.  Should he quit 

his job at Buttons and Blocks?  If he walked away and never 

regressed anyone again, would his bedwetting resolve?   

“But I love my job.  I really do.”  Dillon didn’t even want to 

contemplate leaving Buttons and Blocks.  Perhaps bedwetting and 

diapers was the price Dillon had to pay for keeping a job he loved.  

On the whole, it was a small price to pay.   

“But I refuse to wear diapers,” Dillon stated firmly.  Even if it 

meant wrapping himself head to toe in bedwetting mats and 

sleeping on the floor, Dillon would not resort to diapers.   

“I’m not a baby.”   

But in his dreams Dillon was a baby.  And his dreams would 

not be turned off.   
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Three days later, Dillon Peters made another trip to Forever 

Free to retrieve the infant Tony Barnes (now just four months old) 

and bring him to Ms. Layla’s room.  Tony had remained in the 

nursery at Forever Free until the crib at Buttons and Blocks had 

finally opened up.  The staff at the rehab center had thoroughly 

enjoyed signing up for shifts to care for their newest baby.  Working 

with adult drug addicts could be soul draining at times, so a new 

baby was a welcome distraction.   

Nevertheless, the drug rehab center was not equipped to 

care for infants long term, so it was time for Dillon Peters to 

transport the infant Tony back to a proper daycare center.  Dillon 

had to make a few adjustments to his carseat to fit such a tiny baby, 

but he had purchased an adjustable carseat for just that purpose.   

Arriving at Buttons and Blocks Preschool World, Dillon 

cradled the four-month-old infant Tony in his arm protectively as 

he stepped out of the hot summer sun, then into the perfectly air-

conditioned children’s museum now converted daycare center.  He 

stopped briefly by the front office to show Ms. Silvia.   

“So, this is the new Tony Barnes,” Silvia said looking at the 

wide-eyed infant.  Little Tony was at the age where faces were 

infinitely fascinating to him.  His eyes would open in wide wonder 

every time a new face came into view.   

“Yes,” Dillon replied.  “Everything went as planned.  He’s 

now completely regressed.”  Don’t beat yourself up over it, he 

commanded himself silently.   

“What a cutie,” Silvia said, stroking the baby’s irresistible 

cheeks.  “Ms. Layla will be thrilled.”   

When Dillon handed over little Tony Barnes to Ms. Layla, she 

was exactly that…thrilled.  “What an adorable little baby you’ve 

become,” she gushed at the wide-eyed infant who saw yet another 

new face to capture his attention.   
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“Yes, he’s very adorable,” Dillon said with a total lack of 

enthusiasm.  “I’m sorry little guy,” he apologized one last time.  “It’s 

going to be a long time before you can walk and talk again.”   

The 65-year-old Layla gave Dillon a hurt and offended look.  

“Why does everyone feel sorry about turning our clients into 

infants?  That’s what we do here.  Little Tony Barnes can look 

forward to growing up normally now, showered in love like the real 

baby that he is.  In a few years he will walk and talk again, but in the 

usual way, like a normal child.  We have made him into a real baby.  

We have given him a real life.  We have saved his life.  Stop 

apologizing for it.”   

Having been duly rebuked, Dillon stepped out of the infant 

room with a somewhat restored perspective.  Everything Ms. Layla 

had said was true.  Becoming real babies in every aspect was the 

goal of the Forever Free regression program.  Little Tony Barnes 

represented the intended outcome.   

If that doesn’t chase away my baby dream, nothing will, he 

mused.   

Dillon sat at the computer in his office more motivated than 

ever to dive into work.  He was motivated, that is, until he was 

interrupted by… 

“Boo.” 

Dillon looked up from his desk to hear the sound of little 

Everly snickering from the other side of his door.  “Oh no, not you 

again.”  Dillon stepped to the doorway and scooped the little fifteen-

month-old escape artist into his arms.  “Do you remember being 

and adult, too?  Are you actually trying to escape Buttons and 

Blocks?” 

The squirmy little girl covered her eyes, then opened them 

again, continuing to play hide-and seek.  “Boo,” she giggled.   
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“You’re certainly doing a good job hiding it if you are.”  

Dillon looked intently into the little girl’s eyes looking for any sign 

of mature recognition.  He only saw a playful little toddler.  He 

sighed heavily.  “Let’s get you back to your classroom.  Maybe they 

won’t notice you’ve escaped again.”   

Dillon’s guilt came back in full force.  “Please don’t make me 

take you to Ms. Layla’s room.  I don’t think I could live with myself.”  

He looked into the little girl’s eyes one more time.  “If you are hiding 

in there,” he was speaking to the adult if she was present.  “I suggest 

you lay low for a while.  Stop running out of your classroom, or 

they’ll turn you into a helpless newborn infant who can’t even 

crawl.”   

Little Everly just continued to giggle and play hide-and-seek 

with her hands.  Dillon found it hard to believe that anyone could 

fake it this well.  If he was wrong, however, and little Everly ended 

up in Layla’s room, Dillon suspected his own baby dream would 

take its vengeance on his mattress later that night.   

Hailey might have to marry a man in diapers after all.   

 


